
Advanced Practice Educational 
eXperience (APEX) Champions
The Advanced Practice Educational eXperience (APEX) Champion is the key liaison 
among the specialty preceptors, student, and clinical host site. Champions assist 
with the formulation of the longitudinal experience based on school requirements 
and site o!erings while considering additional learning opportunities that will 
enhance the student experience. The Champions facilitate a tailored experience 
for students that supports career exploration and readiness in an environment that 
fosters collaborative learning.

Ashleigh Cutt, PA-C,
MPAS, BS

I enjoy partnering with patients to help them improve their health 
and make sure they can continue doing what they love, both at 
work and beyond. I enjoy primary care as it means I can work 
with a wide range of patients and I’m constantly learning new 
information. I also enjoy sports medicine and performing minor 
procedures. I believe that the patient and clinician make a team, 
and together we can make the most di!erence.

While I completed my undergraduate training in engineering, 
I realized that I wanted to be able to work on a more personal level 
with people to solve problems and improve outcomes. I enjoy 
making a di!erence in the lives of others, and seeing people take 
charge of their health and wellness.

My husband, two daughters, golden-doodle and I try to spend a lot 
of time outdoors exploring the Twin Cities. We also love to try new 
restaurants and are involved with serving at our church. Being with 
friends is important to us, and we frequently host potlucks and 
game nights.

Park Nicollet SmartCare 
Clinic, St. Louis Park

Ashleigh will be o!ering overall program support for the APC Partnership 
program.



Gabriel Greseth, 
DNP

Regions Hospital

Working as a DNP in Hospital Medicine has been a wonderful 
and gratifying experience. In this role, I see a variety of patients 
including wide ranging acuity, diversity, and socioeconomic status 
which really is exciting to me as we are living in a more complex 
and diverse world than ever before. I enjoy learning about my 
patients and coming along side of them to overcome setbacks or 
navigate complex situations. I enjoy educating patients and family 
in ways that can lead to improved health and wellness. 

While I love caring for patients, I also enjoy the culture of 
teaching/learning that this hospital o!ers. My role as the APEX 
Champion and NP Student Coordinator for Hospital Medicine 
allows me to come along side learners and play a small role in 
helping them become the 
Providers of tomorrow.  
 
I have been with Regions Hospital since 2010 where I started as a 
Nursing Assistant while I was in nursing school. I graduated from 
Bethel University with my Bachelor's of Science in Nursing in 2013 
and worked on a Gen Med/Orthopedic floor. Shortly after, I then 
began graduate school working toward my Doctor of Nursing 
Practice degree in the specialty of Family Medicine from 
UW-Eau Claire which I culminated in 2018. While in school, 
I decided I would like to work in the acute hospital setting so I 
fortunate to be selected into the HealthPartners APC Fellowship in 
Hospital Medicine at Regions Hospital from 2018-2019 where after 
I was brough on sta! full time. The Fellowship truly was gift and 
shaped me into the provider I am today. 
 
When I am not working, I enjoy spending time with my wife and 
four children. We enjoy being outside playing, riding bikes, 
watching moving, going for walks, or spending time with our family 
and friends.



Erin Michael, MSN, 
RN, FNP-BC, IBCLC

Park Nicollet Clinic 
and Specialty Center, 
Maple Grove 

I am a Family Nurse Practitioner working in Med/Peds at the 
Park Nicollet Maple Grove Regional Center. I obtained both 
my baccalaureate and Master’s degrees from the College of 
St. Scholastica.

I work in primary care seeing patients ages birth through 
everything. My main focus is within women’s health and family 
medicine, often seeing multiple generations within the same 
family. I have a commitment to preventive care, including easy 
access to long-acting, reversible contraception and providing 
guidance on vaccine science. I often help guide new families 
through the art (and work) of raising young children, especially 
with my prior history as a lactation consultant. 

Prior to obtaining my advanced degree as a family nurse 
practitioner, I worked as a sta! nurse both in NICU and the 
emergency department. I spent over 5 years on active duty in the 
U.S. Navy, serving along the East Coast and completing two tours 
of duty in Iraq.  As a Navy Nurse, the first mission is to train 
corpsmen and I have continued to enjoy teaching nursing 
students since that time. In my spare time, I drive my children to 
their activities, pick up stray Legos, and fold laundry.  

Tracy Keizer, PA-C

Regions Hospital

I have been working as a Physician Assistant in the field 
of Psychiatry since I graduated PA school in 2007 from Augsburg 
College in Minneapolis, MN. I have been working at Regions 
Hospital since the fall of 2008 and have enjoyed practicing 
Psychiatry on a team of interdisciplinary team members as we care 
for patients with mental illness and substance use disorders. My 
clinical role at Regions Hospital is either attending on inpatient 
units or consult liaison psychiatry work on the medical services. 
In addition, I work as the program director for the APC Psychiatry 
Fellowship, supervisor for the inpatient department Psychiatry 
APCs and inpatient psychiatry department APC student clinical 
coordinator.

I completed by bachelors in 2002 from Dordt College in Sioux 
Center, Iowa with a degree in Psychology but have lived in 
Minnesota for the majority of my life. I have serviced in multiple 
roles on the MN Academy of PA board including director at large, 
reimbursement chair and academy president. One of my favorite 
roles as practicing clinician and team lead is mentoring my new 
colleagues, fellows and students. In my spare time I enjoy spending 
time with my husband, teenage children and our dogs. We enjoy 
hiking, biking, running and exploring our fine state of Minnesota.



Kelsey Reif, PA-C

HealthPartners 
Specialty Center 
401 Building

I am originally from Minnesota. I attended Xavier University in 
Cincinnati, OH and received my undergraduate degree in biology 
and chemistry. I then went on to Marquette University in 
Milwaukee, WI and graduated in 2016 with my master’s in Physician 
Assistant Studies. I then returned home to MN to practice. 

I started working for HealthPartners in September of 2016 
as a general surgery PA, particularly working with elective general 
surgery as well as colorectal surgery. I assist in a variety of cases 
including foregut surgery, hernias, diverticulitis, colon cases and 
benign anorectal procedures. I have a particular interest in robotic 
surgery and assists in these cases frequently. I also spend her time 
managing patients in the hospital as well as seeing patients in the 
outpatient clinic setting. 

I have been a leader for PA students since working at 
HealthPartners. I oversee the PA students during their rotation with 
general surgery and have very much enjoyed giving back as an 
educator. This has now evolved into joining the Advance Practice 
Clinician Advisory Board as a champion for advanced practice 
provider students. 

In my spare time, I enjoy spending time with my husband and two 
kids. I also enjoys being active with biking and running, spending 
time outdoors, traveling when able, cooking, experiencing new 
restaurants, and attending live music events.
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Matthew Nygren, 
DNP AGACNP

Regions Hospital

I'm originally from North Dakota. I received my BSN from the 
University of Mary in Bismarck, ND and spent 8 years working as a 
bedside nurse in Cardiovascular Intensive Care between Fargo, ND 
and Minneapolis, MN . I received my Doctor of Nursing Practice 
with my Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner 
certification from Winona State University. 
 
As a nurse practitioner, I have worked in cardiovascular surgery 
and various critical care environments. I joined Regions Hospital 
Medical Intensive Care team in 2021. I enjoy critical care medicine 
and providing holistic care to the critically ill. 
 
In my spare time, I enjoy going to the dog park with my three dogs 
Florence, Gertrude, and August. I also enjoy traveling, spending 
time with family and friends, and spending time outdoors. 


